
Writing for Publication: 
Thoughts and Experiences 

By: Andrea M. Morrison 

riting for publication is an individual 
experience. By sharing my story, I hope 
to help motivate and inspire writers. 
Many writers, librarians and research

ers shared their writing tips with me in n1y journey 
as a writer: co-authoring a book, editing a book, 
and writing journal articles. My goal is to share 
information on how I achieved this while working 
in my position at Indiana University, Blooining
ton, as a librarian cataloger and n1aintaining state 
and national service. This article will address the 
stages of research and writing: the idea concep
tion, networking, doing the research, setting goals, 
writing, editing, and publishing. I found outlin
ing my writing plan useful to me throughout the 
process, therefore I present writing stages and 
writers' tips in an outline format. My experiences 
are given at the end of each stage. This article also 
illustrates the general writing process of my two 
main projects: co-authoring a book published by 
Greenwood Press in 2004 and editing a contrib
uted volume published by ALA Editions in 2008. 
My hope is that these experiences may interest 
and inspire you on your own journey as a writer. 

Thinking and Inspiration Stage 
Inzagine! hnagine! In1agine! Brainstorming and vi
sualization are two excellent tools for a writer to 
use in the beginning. Your idea may be inspira
tion from your professional position, a service po
sition, reading challenging ideas from articles, 
books, blogs or discussion lists, or even a growing 
awareness of a unique research need. Read other 
articles, especially in journals that you are consid
ering as possibilities for article submissions, if you 
are interested in book publishing, find publishers 
and publication sponsors for topics that interest 
you and read widely in those areas. 

• Write down your inspirations for writing and 
research. Don't screen anything out. Don't judge 
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at this stage. Your brainstorn1 may be worthy of 
your attention at a fuhue date or may co1mect to 
another idea. Let the ideas flow and keep a file or 
journal of th.en1. 

• Think outside the box- nothing is 'wrong' in the 
early stages. 

• Know your personal values and work on what 
truly appeals to you and vvhat you personally 
value as a product. 

• If you can identify it as a need, all the better. If 
you aren't interested in a book, think about book 
chapters, articles, e-journals, Web resources and 
databases, or other creative products. 

• Look at people who have acco1nplished prof s
sional research that you admire. How can you 
model your work after theirs? 

• Look at research articles. How can you pattern 
your research after theirs - a similar topic, theo
ren1, partnership, n1ethodology, use of statistics? 

• Find uninterrupted ti1ne and review your written 
list of topics. Give yourself at least an hour or so. 
Repeat. Day drean1. In1agine yourself researching 
and finishing writing on the topic. Does it inspir 
you? Does it fire up your enthusiasn1? If it does, 
narrow your list to several ideas that inh·igue you 
and you are willing to share with your colleagues 
and 1nove on to the next step. 

Bouncing ideas off of trusted colleagues is one of 
the most iinportant steps for the writer at the be
giiu1ing of the process. Many of us would prob
ably like to develop our ideas alone. Network
ing can enrich your ideas in new and unforeseen 
ways. You don't have to speak with an expert on 
the topic, just talk to colleagues whose good opin-
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ion you trust. Force yourself, if need be, to contact 
others and discuss developing your idea. Think of 
it in terms of a workflow. While these stages may 
work seamlessly together, it helps me to think of 
achieving a concrete step in the process. 

• Fine tune your idea by lots of consultation- at 
first informallYt later more formally. 

• Identify the colleagues and friends you want to 
share your idea with. Don't be hesitant to ask peo
ple you know who are knowledgeable in the field 
and that you may know distantly as colleagues. 
Most of us are pleased and proud to give our opin
ion to advance the body of knowledge in librari
anship. Call, e-mail, or catch us at conferences in a 
free moment, whatever you prefer. 

• Try to give yourself uninterrupted time or you 
may find yourself interrupted with an important 
work-related problem right when you are trying 
to figure out a writing topic. Make time to sched
ule a lunch, work break, or time after work to dis
cuss your ideas. Give your ideas respect! Not ev
ery idea will be worthy of the time to develop and 
write about it, but you, as a writer, are worthy of 
time spent thinking about writing topics, what is 
important to you and how you would like to 
develop it. 

• Absorb the feedback, and think about it. Write 
down your thoughts if possible. What idea is wor
thy of your ti1ne and effort? What inspires you and 
also would be helpful to your colleagues? Does 
the current literature show this topic is needed? If 
you are unsure - ask someone more know ledge
able. Do your colleagues recommend expanding 
an idea? Did tl1ey recommend other contacts that 
you can network with? You n1ay hear that some
one else is writing on that exact topic and will soon 
be published. What a timesaver for you! 

• Put these notes away for a few days at least. 
Do 1nore reading or networking. Find appropri
ate electronic lists, blogs, wikis or contacts to con
tinue consulting and finding background on your 
research. 

• Review your notes after a few days or weeks. 
Do you still like the idea? That's okay to put some 
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aside and start fresh! The one you finally settle on 
is the one that you find inspiring and are enthu
siastic about even after many times through this 
cycle. 

• Finalizing your theme. One idea keeps motivat
ing you. Your reading and networking supports 
it and there are no major obstacles to proceeding 
with writing. When you visualize yourself work
ing and completing the project, you get a sense of 
satisfaction. You can do this! You have finalized 
your theme. 

• Use your contacts to clarify problems and to 
help provide possible solutions to minor obstacles. 
Perhaps you are a good writer with a good idea, 
but don't know how to sell your idea to a pub
lisher. Perhaps you are a good editor in search of 
writers or a co-author. Perhaps you are an enthu
siastic writer, but jump over the everyday grind of 
research. There are solutions to all of these prob
lems. Keep on reading! And always feel free to ask 
other authors in your field for advice. You may re
ceive the advice on getting a co-author or an editor 
that will lead you to publication. 

In my experience, serving on local, state and na
tional library organizations gave me the contacts 
to network about publication. Attending meet
ings and programs inspired 1ne. I found people 
interested in discussing similar ideas informally. 
One person, Barb Mann, agreed to co-write the 
book International Government Infonnation and For
eign Country Information: A Subject Guide with me. 
I didn't know her well and our interactions had 
been through a group project for GODORT. We 
took a chance on each other and found the experi
ence very rewarding. It led to many new 
opportunities. 

Many of my key consulting contacts about pub
lishing ideas were colleagues working with gov
ernment documents in state and national library 
organizations. Some were colleagues from my own 
institution, Indiana Universit)0 with interests in 
many areas of librarianship who shared an interest 
in writing. These colleagues gave me feedback on 
writing, editing and publishing. I am grateful for 
their encouragement and advice, without which, I 
may not have published. I also found inspiration 
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and support through our local organization InU
LA (Indiana University Librarians' Association) 
(http:/ /www.indiana.edu/-inula/) which provided 
monetary support and encouragement. 

The state group, INDIGO (Indiana Networking 
for Documents and Information of Government 
Organizations), is an organization of librarians, 
library staff, government officials, professors and 
others interested in networking about federal and 
state government information in Indiana. (http:/ I 
www.lib.purdue.edu/govdocs/indigo.html) An
other state organization, the Indiana Library Fed
eration (ILF), (http:/ /www.ilfonline.org/) provided 
me with contacts and support through District and 
annual conferences. The American Library Asso
ciation group that supported me was GODORT 
(Government Documents Round Table) (http:/ I 
www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/godort/index.cfm). 

Goals and Planning Stage 
Think about how you want to make progress on 
researching and writing your theme. Use goals 
and planning to organize your writing, if possible 
before you begin or in the early stages of writing. 
What works for you and your personality? Some 
people do well with a written outline to organize 
their thoughts. Some people will want to jump 
in and start their first draft and edit many times. 
Plan when you want to write and make time for 
it. This is a good time to be honest about yourself 
-- it will pay off. When do you have the energy to 
write? Are you a morning or evening person? Do 
you realistically need a day or half day off work 
to write? 

Checkpoints and Deadlines 
• Give yourself checkpoints to refuel your prog
ress. Expect some things not to work smoothly, 
and readjust as needed. Deadlines can be an 
invaluable tool. 

• Sometimes life interferes with normal progress 
on your project. Re-evaluate your priorities. Per
haps you may have to take a hiatus and then 
return when life is more manageable. 

• Supervisors and colleagues at work or in professional 
associations are invaluable resources. Touch (instead of 
Check) base with them when you hit a roadblock. 
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Deadlines 
• Some projects have a final deadline or you may 
need to give yourself one. You n1ay even want to 
give yourself an early deadline because you want 
to give your writing to one or rnore colleagues to 
edit. 

• Large projects need rnany deadlines. I person
ally think without an external or internal deadline 
for stages of large projects, large projects n1ay be 
too difficult for most of us to n1anage. 

• Deadlines also help the writer n1aintain writing 
as a priority before the work is due. 

• When the writer is also trying to rnanage work, 
life, personal affairs, service responsibilities and 
other professional responsibilities which n1ay in
terfere at any tin1e, a planned and firm deadline 
can save the project from getting side-tracked and 
help you rnaintain progress. 

Motivation 
• Self Motivation is key. Know what to accept and 
be prepared! Use visualization and ilnagine your 
final project during this and all subsequent stages 
in writing. It will help you throughout the plan
nii1g, writing, publication, and post-publication 
stages to keep things sin1ple and focus on what's 
important. Ren1ind yourself of these often and 
think about then1 or rely on a friend to rernind you. 
They will help you focus on the positive result of 
your wrim1g and avoid the self-criticism which is 
deadly to writing progress. 

• Will you be happy if it is in print, but it is not as 
excellent as you had hoped it would be? 

• If it is not the absolute best product you can 
make, but it is helpful to people in reporting your 
research, will you be satisfied? 

• Will you be happy that you worked on it even if 
there are flaws? 
• Will you let go of the work you spent a lot of 
energy on, but can't use? 

Writing and Editing Stage 
Writing is likely to progress more smoothly if you 
have set plans, goals and deadlines for the pro
cess. Use or learn improved tilne managen1ent 
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skills. Some writers will do best writing at speci
fied times of the day and regular times throughout 
the week. This may work well if you've already 
identified the time of day when you have the most 
energy and creativity. I personally found that 
much of my writing was tied to my deadlines. It 
also helped when I had a co-author and a deadline 
when to send her a chapter for review. When she 
would send me a chapter she wrote for review, we 
mutually agreed upon a deadline to return it with 
comments, using the word processor's editing 
functions. On occasion, when it was impossible to 
meet the deadline by word processing, we faxed 
the edited manuscript. 

One last recommendation about deadlines - read 
any publisher contract very carefully. Carefully 
consider whether the final manuscript due date 
is realistic for you. Ask questions before you sign. 
Consult with colleagues and read about signing 
contracts in the literature. Some titles are suggest
ed in the annotated bibliography. 

In my writing I recognize it helps me to get words 
on a page and edit later. I also realize that I may 
edit a text ten to twenty times completely before I 
am satisfied. I carefully review the solicited edit
ing from my colleagues and word by word choose 
what to accept, rewrite, or reject. Most of my ex
periences with editors have been excellent. They 
give me good advice and tell me where the com
munication of my ideas and the organization of 
my writing fails. I pay attention to their concerns, 
and have logical reasons when I dissent from their 
suggestions. 

Be humble! It's hard to accept colleague's criticism. 
If you have a journal or book editor, it may even be 
more difficult. This is the time to understand that 
perfection is not required. In my opinion, it is the 
coinmtmication of the idea and the final product 
which matter. 

Evaluate Writing Challenges 
• If you are stuck, STOP, RE-EVALUATE, DON"T 
SPIN YOUR WHEELS 

Time Management 
• Make time outside your regularly scheduled 
thne for performance. Write when best for you: 
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get up at 4:30am, stay until 7pm, or work at home 
until lam. If it works, persist with your schedule. 
If it doesn't work and your writing is not 
productive, change your schedule. 

• Arrange with your supervisor or work for 
writing time during regular work time. 

• Make time at a different location or space, where 
interruptions are minimal 

Feedback 
Just as you needed feedback in the inspiration 
stage, you need it in the writing stage. Unless you 
are an experienced writer working on a known 
subject, consult on your progress. Have colleagues 
critique your work. Ask about organization, con
cept, clarity, wordiness, and anything else that 
concerns you as a weakness in your work. Defi
nitely ask them to give you feedback about your 
strengths! It keeps up your motivation to continue 
writing and researching. When you are ready, ask 
for specific editing. I used the editing function in 
Microsoft Word to manage editing and it worked 
simply and easily. 

• Send a file to a long-distance colleague for 
feedback or editing. 

• Carry a copy of your file to conferences and 
network with new people. Perhaps one of them 
would share their time with you and scan your 
work briefly at the conference or take it away for 
a more detailed review. Either way you've made 
a good contact that could lead to both future col
laborations with that person and possible service 
opportunities. 

• Check with family and friends. Many writers 
have a trusted family member or friend with ex
cellent editorial skills, even if they are not expert 
on the topic. 

Communicate with Your Publisher 
• You may have one editor or you may have sev
eral for a long project. Don't expect them all to 
share the same vision. For the 2008 book, I had 
an acquisitions editor who edited and approved 
each chapter and sent it back to me to re-edit and 
compile. This really helped the book have a simi-
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lar voice and style. However, after the final manu
script submission to ALA Editions, the copy editor 
revised all words with detailed attention, rejecting 
some of the first editor's word choices. 

• If you have a publisher, communicate regularly 
with your editor. Send updates before your dead
line so they know your progress. This is especially 
useful for new writers as established writers rnay 
have a routine and a relationship already with 
their editor. 

• Ask questions during the process. Don't wait for 
the end. It would have been much more useful for 
me to ask some of my questions about style, capi
talization, spelling, etc. before I even had the full 
manuscript to submit for the book I edited. As I ed
ited one chapter, questions would arise, and now I 
know I'd check base with the editor frequently on 
these questions in any future writing project. 

Apply for Funding/Leave to Support Your Work 
• Apply for funding at any stage of writing. Con
sider taking a formal or informal personal or work
related leave, research leave or sabbatical. 

• If you are uncertain where to begin, make an ap
pointment with a knowledgeable librarian, some
one in your HR office or your supervisor and ask 
for advice. 

• Meet with your supervisor about your project 
and communicate regularly. Their support can be 
necessary and invaluable in getting approval for 
time off. 

• Apply for a grant, award, leave or sabbatical. 
You can also request in.formal time off. Be specific 
about what you need and why. It is motivating to 
get the acknowledgment in funding or paid leave 
that your project is worthwhile. It can sustain your 
drive to succeed and cornplete your project during 
a time of low motivation. 

• Expect that you won't get all funding you apply 
for. Some responses will be negative or positive in 
part. 
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Publication and follow-up stage 
Build on your creative endeavors 
• Prepare a presentation on your book or article 
topic at a conference. 

• If you are writing or editing a book, subn1it an 
article on a specific topic you have already 
researched. 

• Serve in positions related to your w riting. The 
networking and support will help you an.d your 
colleagues. 

• Consider contributing by presenting on your 
topic at a conference either during writing or af
ter publication. It reinforces your writing, shares 
infonnation with your colleagu s, and you will 
learn n1ore yourself. Get as n1uch out of your re
search as you can in articles, publishing, 
presentations, etc. 

Publicity 
• After the product is con1plete or almost corn
plete, plan presentations and writing to dish·ibute 
your research and create publicity. Post to lec
tronic lists or if you prefer not to self-adv rtis , 
ask colleagues to post for you. 

• Go to conferences such as the ILF annual and 
district conferences. Give presentations and hand 
out flyers. My presentations led to invitations by 
other conference committees to present on inter
national government infonnation. I was also in
vited to other institutions in Indiana to giv pre
sentations. 

• Subrnit articles to Indiana Libraries or other 
appropriate journals. 

• Traditional publishers have advertising and mar
keting strategies. Expect publicity to be less than 
what you would like as an author. Ask about what 
is normally sent, and if you would like additional 
publicity sent, ask them about it. You may need to 
be your own advertiser and spread tl1e good news 
about your publication. 

Know What to Accept and be Prepared! 
• Imagine your final project 
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• Will you be happy if it is in print, but it is not as 
excellent as you planned or hoped it would be? 
Think about whether you don't like the cover or 
presentation of the book. 

• What will your attitude be about errors in the 
final publication? 

• If it is not the absolute best product you can 
make, but it is helpful to people in reporting your 
research, will you be satisfied? 

• Will you be happy that you worked on it even if 
there are flaws? 

• Think about what you will do with the work you 
spent a lot of energy on, but can't use. 

• Do you have any ideas for more publicity? 

My Experiences 
What did I learn co-writing International Govern
ment Information and Foreign Country Information: 
A Subject Guide, co-authored with Barbara J. Mann 
Greenwood Press, 2004? (http:/ /www.greenwood. 
com/catalog/OXIGF.aspx) I was the lead co-author 
of this reference book on international and foreign 
government publications for Oryx/Greenwood 
Press and authored 15 of the chapters. Originally 
a colleague who was a published writer was ap
proached by an Oryx Press acquisitions editor. I 
had helped her a little on a previous book and she 
asked me if I was interested in the project. I took 
the opportunity and found a co-author. The ac
quisitions editor worked with me to develop the 
book proposal and get it approved. This book is 
a subject guide for users in academic, public, and 
school libraries, and other researchers and it is 
aimed at a beginning to intermediate audience. It 
provides subject chapters on significant resources 
for international and foreign government informa
tion. Both print and online resources are included. 
Each chapter also contains lists of resources with 
abstracts, user guides, and research strategies. No 
current guide of this type existed at the time of 
its publication and it filled a reference void. I was 
able to obtain two 1nonths of research leave for 
this publication during 2001-2002. 

Wh n I disagreed with the other author or editors 
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on text, I used the editing function to change it 
and noted my reasons. Sometimes the note would 
make it clear that my rewriting was a suggestion. 
I usually accepted any reasonable change that 
solved the problem. I also learned to value clarity 
of writing above my own way of phrasing ideas. 

Sometimes I did get sh1ck in the writing and edit
ing process. All the writing seemed to need contin
ual improvement and URL addresses and names 
of organizations needed constant updating. The 
first draft revision of the entire manuscript, I spent 
too much time rewriting. At one point I refocused 
on my goal to meet my deadline. I rewrote less 
material. It worked out fine as there was plenty 
of revision needed after the copy editor returned 
comments on the manuscript. 

During my time writing the first book, I served in 
different positions on the ALA/GODORT's Inter
national Documents Task Force. I reported on the 
book at the meetings and gained valuable insights 
and contacts through networking. I volunteered 
and was invited to present on international gov
ernment information at ILF and INDIGO con£er
ences. Once published, I reported on my work in 
appropriate state and national organizations and 
that led to my next book because I met many li
brarians interested in publishing on government 
information. 

During the writing, I applied for grants several 
times for each project. Most of the grant appli
cations to my institution received full or partial 
funding. Only one never received funding, and 
I found out there was stiff competition that year. 
Outside your institution the competition may be 
even harder. I applied for both paid leave and 
funding of research projects in travel funding, 
funds for assistants and incidental expenses such 
as calling and mail expenses. I applied for a two 
1nonth research leave 2000/2001 and a one month 
research leave in 2006. I received the 2000 Readex/ 
GODORT I ALA Catharine J. Reynolds Award. This 
award provides funding for research in the field 
of documents librarianship. It was critical to me 
in support of my first book, International Govern
ment Inform.ation and Foreign Country Infonnation: 
A Subject Guide. It gave me needed monetary and 
n1oral support. This award is recognized yearly at 
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a GODORT awards ceremony at ALA conference, 
and recognized in GODORT publications, thereby 
encouraging the awardee to network more widely 
concerning their project. I received a InULA Re
search Incentive Grant in 2004 for my second book, 
after having accomplished preliminary work on 
the project. 

What did I specifically learn in editing Managing 
Electronic Government Information in Libraries: Is
sues and Practices, sponsored by the Government 
Documents Round Table, ALA Editions, 2008? 

I was inspired by a GODORT member encourag
ing members to write and publish for GODORT 
-that there was a great need for the organization 
and in the current literature. After completing 
the first book, I developed this book using the ex
perience from the first. I planned the book to be 
a fundraiser for GODORT and to fill a need for 
basic information for librarians about the chang
ing nature of electronic government information 
in libraries. When I presented the book proposal 
to GODORT's Publication Committee, I received 
excellent feedback about how to improve the 
proposal. I changed my proposal n1any times, fi
nalizing the details and taking advantage of this 
feedback. A year later the proposal was approved 
by the Publications Committee and the GODORT 
Steering Committee. My main goals were: 

1. GODORT would receive all the book royalties. 

2. I would be the project manager with full 
creative control and the liaison to the publisher. 

3. The book would be a model publication project 
for future GODORT publishing. 

4. I would select and invite GODORT members 
to be chapter authors, to share their knowledge. 
The project was announced at conferences, but not 
via electronic lists, and chapter authors were ap
proved by me. 

5. The audience must be public, academic, school 
and special libraries. 

6. The book must feature research and best prac
tices, with practicality the priority, not 
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comprehensive scholarship. 

The chapters, focus, authors and proposal were 
not finalized tu1til they were submitted to ALA 
Editions, which had the right of first refusal. A de
velopment editor worked with me on the details. 
It was almost two years fron1 the beginning before 
the agreement (contract) was signed between GO
DORT and ALA Editions, naming n1e as project 
editor and liaison. 

One of n1y best decisions vvas to decline to be chap
ter author. I fo1-md I had plenty of creative input 
in writing the proposal and revising and editing 
authors. Son1e authors required n1ore editing be
cause the writing skills varied, but all authors had 
excellent knowledge to in1part. I expected that if I 
paid attention to the smallest details that I would 
be pleased with the outco1ne. I didn't let anything 
go by because editing at this level was new to 1ne 
and I knew I had a lot to learn. I was an1azed at 
the runotu1t of editing I did before n1anuscript 
submission, although it varied for chapters. ALA 
editions had a develop1nent editor review the en
tire manuscript before it was accepted and sent to 
copy editing. Her job was to keep the language, 
tone and organization similar for the book, a11d 
I had the final say on content. The development 
editor had to approve the manuscript before final 
submission a11d so did the GODORT Publications 
Committee. We worked on it chapter by chapter, 
with my review of all the prelin1inary editing, and 
consulting the authors and GODORT Publications 
Com1nittee liaison for the project as needed. Au
thors also did a lot of rewriting. ALA Editions had 
a strict policy on word count and it required se
vere word trimming. We lost over 10,000 words, 
but in the end the 1nanuscript was better. Some
times I needed to explain to the editor that her 
changes compromised meaning and propose new 
language. I particularly enjoyed the editor's blog 
during this stage (http:/ /blog.alaeditions.org/in
dex.php?s=Morrison). The final manuscript was 
submitted three years after the proposal, with 
most of the delay on the publisher's end. During 
the process, I sent regular updates to authors, vol
unteer editors and GODORT officials and reported 
regularly on the book's progress. The manuscript 
was finally submitted to the publisher's copy edi
tor, with instructions to cut even more text. 
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In November and December 2007, I worked inten
sively with the copy editor, who was contracted 
with ALA editions, approving changes, solving 
problems, and answering questions. He was excel
lent and taught 1ne a lot in the process. I consult
ed with authors and gave them their copy-edited 
chapter to review. At the end of this process, I was 
given a week and a half to review the manuscript 
proof. With the GODORT Publications Commit
tee's approval, I proofed the manuscript only re
questing help from the nineteen authors and co
authors as needed. 

Time 1nanagement on this project was challenging 
during several weeks in 2007 and 2008. The edit
ing of the draft manuscript, the copy-edited man
uscript and the proof required me to spend some 
focused time at work, even beyond an approved 
research leave of three weeks. I found my work 
supportive of this project. All during the project, 
I regularly worked evenings and weekends and 
was conscientious about managing my work time, 
service, and writing in balance. 

Advice Taken 
In summary, the most valuable advice that I can 
give is to share the advice I found most useful. 
These tips 1nay help your next writing project to 
reach publication. I took to heart the technique of 
visualization. I used this continually to motivate 
planning and progress. I also used this to accept 
that my final project would not be perfect. Assign 
your time realistically. We can extend with too 
many co1nmitments of work, service or research. 
As one colleague put it - makes yourself a sign of 
"no, no, no!" and post it where you can see it! 

Aslc others for help. Speaking to others, even for 
fiv 1ninutes, inspired me in ways I couldn't con
e ive. Colleagues were generous in writing, edit
ing, and being a sounding board. Consulting oth-
rs could ju1np-start a writer's block or lead me 

to n w resources and conh·ibutors. Even small 
contributions helped make a solid foundation for 
the proj ct. Collaborating with others on a project 
ncourages me to share my own talent and devel

op new projects. Sometimes the timing is not right 
for a colleague to contribute, but that may change. 
Som are joy to collaborate with- a gift to you and 
to th prof ssion! Consult them in the fuhue and 
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let them know they are appreciated! Collaborate 
with others in a way that compliments your own 
strengths and weaknesses and always be sure to 
thank them! Talce advice. Accepting the advice of 
other writers and editors may be difficult. It may 
feel like a blow to self-esteem. In accepting that 
my work is not perfect, I accept that rewriting is a 
normal part of the writing process. 

Expect to edit many times. I found it made my 
work much better. In most cases I either accepted 
editing suggestions or reworded the text. I learned 
to cut words more often and am still learning how 
to say things concisely. 

Accept challenges. Writing for publication is not 
easy, especially when we have many other com
mitments. It is very important to follow through 
on contracts and responsibilities; however, life 
happens. People in the publications world under
stand this. When life gets tough, make an honest 
assessment of where you stand and communicate 
the problem. There may be solutions of which you 
are unaware that can keep your publication on 
track. 

Communicate the joy of publication. It is not self
aggrandizing to share the product of your hard 
work and imagination with colleagues who will 
benefit. In the academic world, marketing tends 
to be infrequent and less than authors prefer. Let 
others know what you have accomplished, mak
ing appropriate announcements with the help of 
colleagues. Also, giving presentations and lectures 
is valuable to the profession and helps you enjoy 
the fruit of your labor. In the end, sharing and dis
cussing your writing process helps to inspire oth
ers and motivate yourself. 

Be inspired. 
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